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To the Editor: Medical school for many students is a further step to greater changemaking. A new trainee will be exposed to a parade of potential role models, such as leaders in education, accomplished researchers, and those dedicated to clinical and community service. Students are often encouraged to select from the standard leadership areas above. Yet, just as there are many medical specialties, there are many changemaking modalities, and new trainees will benefit from early and broad exposure rather than foreclosing on those first identified or commonly found. Although less frequently mentioned in mainstream medical education, physicians across the country create change through entrepreneurship, holding political office, partnership with industry, and grassroots nonprofits, to name a few. For trainees who find themselves called to make change on issues they feel passionate about, finding the right combination of changemaking modalities can be crucial to both the impact of their efforts and personal satisfaction in their work.

Part of this search for a fitting combination involves understanding how one’s personality and life experiences intersect with a given changemaking method. Those who desire maximal autonomy and control over timelines may be better suited to entrepreneurship, while others who desire social policy change may gravitate towards political advocacy. Regardless of whether an explored modality becomes a part of one’s regular repertoire of methods for changemaking, such exploration can give trainees new mental models, problem solving techniques, and professional networks that will be invaluable for future endeavors. Within increasingly complex health care systems, multimodal avenues of changemaking synergize to increase opportunities for collaboration, personal growth, and satisfaction.
To fully unlock the potential of multimodal changemaking, trainees should appreciate the impact of traditionally endorsed methods, but also acknowledge the existing bias within the hidden curriculum of medical education. This provides a foundation for open minded exploration of less common changemaking modalities that can be explored through identifying local mentors in the field or reaching for inspiration outside of medicine. Finally, trainees should reflect on how any given project can be better supported with different modalities of changemaking, and which modalities better empower their own strengths and skills. This paradigm can better position a trainee to use their medical education to tackle ever-evolving problems that will require new solutions in the decades to come.